Let’s celebrate!
Exactly one year ago, Semiotics was born. At that time, we were still very busy testing our name in an
international context, finetuning the company logo and the colours (oh the pink !), writing texts and keynotes
for our website. The tension was intense and times were exciting. We were creating, checking, phoning each
other and our peers... And finally drinking champagne. We made it. There we were. Shining in pink.
And now we have one year of life behind us. It reminds me of Abraham Lincoln’s saying: “In the end, it is not
the years that count. It’s the life in your years.” We could not agree more. We developed and registered our
Science Inspired Tales, we travelled around Europe to check the pandemic preparedness on influenza (results
to come in 2013!), we built the interactive scientific internet platform “Flu Community”, we had a “pied-àterre” in Rotterdam while turning the top researchers of the Erasmus MC into the “Viroscience lab”, we
learned about HIV in South-Africa, built public health networks in four countries and even created our own
WEB SLA’s. Oh! And we published in Vaccine, “About courageous scientists, responsible policy makers, bridgebuilders and preparedness for the next influenza pandemic.”
But we always take the time to get inspired. We learned about Simon Sinek’s golden circle: WHY? HOW?
WHAT? Ever wondered why the Wright Brothers were the first to fly an airplane (and so many other engineers
were not)? Or why Martin Luther King became the spokesperson of the civil rights movement (and so many
others fighting for the same cause did not?) Because they thought, acted and communicated so very
differently. Most organisations know what they do, some know how they do it (and know their USP’s for
example), but few of them know why they do what they do (besides making a profit). We have the privilege of
working for scientists, for people who know why they get out of bed every morning.
And we @ Semiotics know our own purpose, our belief and our cause too. Translating scientific data to anyone
who can benefit from it. Or to anyone who is responsible for taking action. We believe that science and
scientific insights make a difference and that the world should know about it. Of course we develop great
strategies and we are making wonderfully designed virtual communities and websites – but we are not asking
you to buy one just for that purpose. We are here because people buy why we do it.
We are travelling to the UK next year to talk with a major scientific institute about collaboration. We are
exploring the organisation of a “Science Policy Interface” at three major international scientific conferences,
we are developing a strategy to create awareness about “Neglected Emerging Exotic Diseases” and we are
talking to an organisation that is dedicated to infectious diseases in children.
And we are excited. We are creating, checking, phoning each other and our peers. And having fun with our
own promotional tools. Have a look at……. !
It’s our anniversary – we are one year old now. Picasso said: “It takes a long time to grow young.” We leave
that to everyone’s own interpretation. But we know for sure: “The best is always yet to come”.
Our crew wishes you a nice Xmas and a splendid New Year!
Chris Vanlangendonck

